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Abstract
We consider eigenvalue enclosing of the elliptic operator which is linearized at an exact
solution of certain nonlinear elliptic equation. This problem is important in the mathematically
rigorous analysis of the stability or bifurcation of some solutions for nonlinear problems.
We formulate such a kind of eigenvalue problem as the nonlinear system which contains
both linearized eigenvalue problem and the original nonlinear equation. We also consider the
indices of eigenvalues, especially the first eigenvalue of such a problem. In these enclosing
procedures, the finite-dimensional verified computations for linear and nonlinear system of
equations play an essential role. A numerical example is presented. © 2001 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Several enclosure methods have been proposed for infinite-dimensional eigen-
value problems, and in particular the eigenvalues of elliptic operators (cf. [3,16,17]).
We also proposed an enclosure method, which is different from these existing ap-
proaches, by applying our verification method for nonlinear PDEs [9,15]. In par-
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ticular, we considered the eigenvalue problems for operators linearized at an ap-
proximate solution of a nonlinear elliptic PDE. Also, in [8], using the estimation of
eigenvalue which has minimum absolute value, we enclosed the exact solution of
original nonlinear PDEs.
However, in the case that we treat the bifurcation phenomena or stabilities of
solution, it is necessary to consider the exact eigenvalues of operators linearized at
the “exact” solution of nonlinear problems instead of approximate solutions.
In principle, it is possible to enclose such an eigenvalue using the existing method
[9,15] by replacing approximate solution by a set of functions satisfying verification
condition for the original nonlinear problem. However, it is actually difficult to carry
out the verification process, a kind of infinite-dimensional interval Newton method,
due to the influence of the error accumulation.
In this paper, in order to overcome this difficulty, we consider a nonlinear system
which contains both eigenvalue problem for linearized operator and original non-
linear problem, and then apply our method to this system. Considering the “triple”
of exact solution of original nonlinear problem, eigenvalue and eigenfunction for
linearized operator, we succeeded in verification of desired solution using infinite-
dimensional Newton method. We will describe its technique in Section 2.
Although such a verified triple is locally unique as “triple”, for the uniquness of
each element of the triple, e.g., the uniqueness of eigenvalue in the obtained interval,
we need another consideration. In Section 3, we prove that we can confirm the lo-
cal uniqueness separately of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions by the method used in
Section 2 as well as the uniqueness of solution for nonlinear PDE.
Since the minimum eigenvalue is important for the linearized operator at the exact
solution of nonlinear PDE, we will describe it in Section 4. This is based on a sort of
comparison theorem.
In Section 5, a numerical example is presented.
Particular emphasis is that the finite-dimensional verified computations for linear
and nonlinear system of equations play an essential role in our enclosure method.
2. Verification method using nonlinear system
2.1. Problem and fixed point formulation
Let X be a bounded convex domain in R2. In what follows, for some integer
m, let Hm.X/ denote the L2-Sobolev space of order m on X. Then, define H 10 .X/ 
fv 2 H 1.X/ j v D 0 on oXgwith the inner product hu; viH 10  .ru;rv/L2 for u; v 2
H 10 .X/, and the norm kukH 10  krukL2 for u 2 H
1
0 .X/, where .; /L2 and k  kL2
represent the inner product and the norm on L2.X/, respectively. Also, we define the
space X by X  H 10 .X/H 10 .X/ R.
Now, let Sh be a finite-dimensional subspace of H 10 .X/ that depends on h .0 <
h < 1/. Usually, Sh is taken to be a finite element subspace with mesh size h and
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define Xh  Sh  Sh  R. Also, let Ph0 V H 10 .X/ −! Sh denote the H 10 -projection
defined by
.r.u− Ph0u/;rv/L2 D 0 for all v 2 Sh:
We now assume the following approximation property in Sh.
Assumption 1. For any u 2 H 2.X/ \H 10 .X/;
inf
2Sh
ku− kH 10 6 C0h jujH 2;
where
juj2
H 2 
2X
i;jD1
∥∥∥∥ o2uoxioxj
∥∥∥∥2
L2
:
Here, C0 is a positive, numerically determined constant which is independent of h.
The following lemma is well known [4].
Lemma 1. For any in L2.X/; there exists a unique solution  2 H 2.X/ \H 10 .X/
of the following Poisson equation:
−D D  in X;  D 0 on oX: (2.1)
Furthermore, under Assumption 1 (e.g., [2,10]), we have
k − Ph0kH 10 6 C0h k kL2 : (2.2)
In the following, we assume that an operator f satisfies the following assumptions:
A1. f V H 10 .X/ −! L2.X/ is continuous and maps bounded sets into bounded sets.
A2. f is twice FrKechet differentiable on H 10 .X/.
We consider the nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems of the form
−Du D f .u/ in X; u D 0 on oX; (2.3)
and its linearized eigenvalue problem
−Dv − f 0.u/v D v in X; v D 0 on oX; (2.4)
where u is an exact solution of the above nonlinear PDE.
Adding a normalization condition for the eigenfunction, we then consider the
following system of nonlinear equations in weak form:
Find .u; v; / 2 H 10 .X/H 10 .X/ R s.t.
.ru;r/L2 D .f .u/; /L2 8 2 H 10 .X/;
.rv;r/L2 D .v C f 0.u/v; /L2 8 2 H 10 .X/; (2.5)
kvk2
L2 D 1:
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We define the inner product h; iX and norm k  kX in X by
hw1; w2iX  .ru1;ru2/L2 C .rv1;rv2/L2 C 12
for wi D .ui ; vi ; i/ 2 X .i D 1; 2/;
kwkX 

kuk2
H 10
C kvk2
H 10
C jj2
1=2
for w D .u; v; / 2 X:
Moreover, let I0 and I be the identity map on H 10 .X/ and X, respectively. We then
define the projection Ph V X −! Xh by
Ph.u; v; /  .Ph0u; Ph0v; /:
Now, let wh D .uh;bvh;bh/ 2 Xh be a finite element solution of (2.5); i.e., for all
h 2 Sh,
.ruh;rh/L2 D .f .uh/; h/L2;
.rbvh;rh/L2 D .bhbvh C f 0.uh/bvh; h/L2; (2.6)
kbvhk2L2 D 1:
Note that we need a verified solution of problem (2.6). Actually we have enclosed
it using the interval Newton method (cf. Section 5). We will verify the existence of
triple .u; v; / for (2.5) in the neighborhood of . Nu; Nv;bh/ satisfying
−D Nu D f .uh/ in X; Nu D 0 on oX (2.7)
and
−D Nv Dbhbvh C f 0.uh/bvh in X; Nv D 0 on oX: (2.8)
These Nu and Nv are unique in H 2.X/ \H 10 .X/ by a well-known result for Poisson’s
equation. Note that
wh D Ph
( Nu; Nv;bh :
Defining v01  Nu− uh; v02  Nv −bvh, we find that v01 D Nu− Ph0 Nu 2 S?h and v02 D
Nv − Ph0 Nv 2 S?h , where S?h represents the orthogonal complement of Sh in H 10 .X/,
and we can write:
Nu D uh C v01; uh 2 Sh; v01 2 S?h ;
Nv Dbvh C v02; bvh 2 Sh; v02 2 S?h :
It is known that the a posteriori error estimates for finite element approximations
are, in general, much better than the a priori estimates, provided that the higher order
base functions in Sh are utilized (see [25] for details). Therefore, we make effective
use of a posteriori estimates for v01 and v02 as in the following.
In the following, let Sh be a usual C0-finite element subspace of H 10 .X/ on some
appropriate triangulations or rectangulations of X. Let Sh  H 1.X/ be a finite el-
ement subspace whose basis consists of the union of the basis on Sh and the base
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functions having nonzero values on the boundary oX. Define Nruh 2 Sh  Sh , a vec-
tor function in two dimensions, by the L2-projection of ruh 2 L2.X/ L2.X/ to
Sh  Sh . Then, define NDuh 2 L2.X/ by NDuh  r  Nruh. We then obtain the follow-
ing estimations (cf. [25]):
kv01kH 10 6 k Nruh − ruhkL2 C C0h k NDuh C f .uh/kL2;
kv02kH 10 6 k Nrbvh −rbvhkL2 C C0h k NDbvh Cbhbvh C f 0.uh/bvhkL2 :
Note that in these estimations we used the L2-estimates of v01 and v02:
kv01kL2 6 C0h kv01kH 10 ; kv02kL2 6 C0h kv02kH 10 ;
which are obtained by using the well-known Aubin–Nitsche trick (e.g., [6]).
Now, by using (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8), we have:
−D.u− Nu/ D f .u/− f .uh/;
−D.v − Nv/ D v C f 0.u/v −bhbvh − f 0.uh/bvh; (2.9)
kvk2
L2 D 1:
In order to verify solutions .u; v; / of (2.5) near . Nu; Nv;bh/, by writing
u D NuCeu; v D Nv Cev;  Dbh Ce;
we can rewrite (2.9) as:
−Deu D f .euC uh C v01/− f .uh/;
−Dev D f 0.euC uh C v01/.ev Cbvh C v02/
−f 0.uh/bvh C .eCbh/.ev Cbvh C v02/−bhbvh;
kev Cbvh C v02k2L2 D 1:
Thus, using the following compact map on X,
F.w/ 
0BB@
.−D/−1ff .euC uh C v01/− f .uh/g;
.−D/−1ff 0.euC uh C v01/.ev Cbvh C v02/− f 0.uh/bvh
C.eCbh/.ev Cbvh C v02/−bhbvhg;eC kev Cbvh C v02k2L2 − 1;
1CCA (2.10)
where .−D/−1 is the solution operator for the Poisson equation with homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions, we have the fixed point equation
w D F.w/ for w D .eu;ev;e/: (2.11)
2.2. Verification conditions and algorithm in a computer
We now make the following assumption.
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Assumption 2. Set   .−v01;−v02; 0/ 2 X?h , where X?h stands for the orthog-
onal complement of Xh in X, and define F 0./ as the FrKechet derivative of F at .
Assume that the restriction to Xh of the operator PhTI − F 0./U V X −! Xh has the
inverse
TI − F 0./U−1h V Xh −! Xh:
The validity of this assumption can be numerically checked in actual computations.
Now, as in [14,15], we decompose (2.11) into finite- and infinite-dimensional
parts:
Phw D PhF.w/; .I − Ph/w D .I − Ph/F .w/: (2.12)
We use a Newton-like method only for the finite-dimensional part, represented by
the first equation in (2.12). Defining the Newton-like operator
Nh.w/  Phw − TI − F 0./U−1h .Phw − PhF.w//;
we define the operator T V X −! X as
T .w/  Nh.w/C .I − Ph/F .w/: (2.13)
Then T becomes a compact map on X, and the equivalence relation
w D T .w/() w D F.w/ (2.14)
holds.
Although the following arguments are almost the same as those given in [9], we
include them with full detail to make this paper self-contained.
We can write an arbitrary element w 2 X as
w D .zh C z?; vh C v?; /; zh; vh 2 Sh; z?; v? 2 S?h ;  2 R
with zh DPMjD1 zjj ; vh DPMjD1 vjj ; where M D dim Sh, fj gMjD1 is a basis
of Sh, .zj /MjD1 and .vj /MjD1 are real vectors. For above w we define the following
notation:
.w/i  jzi j; i D 1; : : : ;M;
.w/i  jvi−M j; i D M C 1; : : : ; 2M;
.w/2MC1  kz?kH 10 ;
.w/2MC2  kv?kH 10 ;
.w/2MC3  jj:
We intend to find a fixed point to (2.11) in a set W, referred to as a “candidate set”.
Given a vector .W1; : : : ;W2MC3/t such thatWi > 0 .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/, we define
the corresponding candidate set W by
W  fw 2 X j .w/i 6 Wi .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/g: (2.15)
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Now let T 0 be the FrKechet derivative of T. By the method described in the fol-
lowing, we choose two vectors .Y1; : : : ; Y2MC3/t, Yi > 0 .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/ and
.Z1; : : : ; Z2MC3/t, Zi > 0 .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/ such that
.T .0//i 6 Yi; i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3; (2.16)
.T 0.w1/w2/i 6 Zi; i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3; for all w1; w2 2 W: (2.17)
We now derive the following theorem in which the verification condition is de-
scribed.
Theorem 1. If a candidate set W defined by (2.15) satisfies
Yi C Zi < Wi .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/; (2.18)
then there exists a fixed point of T in
K  fv 2 X j .v/i 6 Yi C Zi .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/g: (2.19)
Moreover, this fixed point is unique within the set W.
In order to prove this theorem, we derive two preliminary lemmas.
Defining the norm k  kW by
kxkW  max
16i62MC3
.x/i
Wi
; x 2 X; (2.20)
we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For each x 2 X;
sup
w2W
kT 0.w/xkW 6 max
16i62MC3
Zi
Wi
kxkW :
Proof. Since T 0.w/ is linear, we obtain for x 2 X,
sup
w2W
kT 0.w/xkW D kxkW sup
w2W
∥∥∥∥T 0.w/ xkxkW
∥∥∥∥
W
:
Then, by the definition of k  kW , we see that x=kxkW 2 W and this implies
sup
w2W
∥∥∥∥T 0.w/ xkxkW
∥∥∥∥
W
6 max
16i62MC3
Zi
Wi
:
This proves Lemma 2. 
Lemma 3. For any w1; w2 2 W;
kT .w1/− T .w2/kW 6 sup
s2T0;1U
kT 0.sw1 C .1− s/w2/.w1 −w2/kW : (2.21)
Proof. Defining
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g.s/  T .sw1 C .1− s/w2/;
apply the mean value theorem to obtain the desired conclusion. 
With Lemmas 2 and 3, we can now prove Theorem 1. As usual, the image J .K/
of an arbitrary operator J and arbitrary set K is defined by
J .K/  fJ .k/ j k 2 Kg:
Proof of Theorem 1. We first show the inclusion ralation T .W/  W . By the sim-
ilar proof of Lemma 3, for i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3, we have
.T .w/− T .0//i 6 sup
s2T0;1U
.T 0.sw/w/i for all w 2 W:
Therefore, by (2.17), for i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3,
.T .w/− T .0//i 6 Zi
holds. Hence, we have
.T .w//i6.T .0//i C .T .w/− T .0//i
6Yi C Zi
<Wi;
from which we obtain T .w/ 2 W . This implies T .W/  W:
We next prove that, for some 0 < k < 1 and for all w1; w2 2 W ,
kT .w2/− T .w1/kW 6 kkw2 −w1kW :
Since W is convex, by Lemmas 2 and 3, we have
kT .w2/− T .w1/kW 6 sup
s2T0;1U
kT 0.sw2 C .1− s/w1/.w2 −w1/kW
6 sup
w32W
kT 0.w3/.w2 − w1/kW
6 max
16i62MC3
Zi
Wi
kw2 −w1kW :
Thus, Yi > 0 .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/ and (2.18) imply that there exists a positive real
value k satisfying
Zi
Wi
<
Zi C Yi
Wi
6 k < 1 .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/:
Therefore, applying Banach’s fixed point theorem to T, Theorem 1 is proved. 
In the following, we describe the procedure to choose positive vectors .Y1; : : : ;
Y2MC3/t and .Z1; : : : ; Z2MC3/t, satisfying (2.16) and (2.17), respectively.
As usual, we define the absolute value of any interval A as jAj  maxa2A jaj:
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Since
T .0/DNh.0/C .I − Ph/F .0/
D−TI − F 0./U−1h .−PhF.0//C .I − Ph/F .0/
DTI − F 0./U−1h PhF.0/C .I − Ph/F .0/
holds, for Y1; : : : ; Y2M and Y2MC3, we first calculate the interval vector .eY1; : : : ;eY2M;eY2MC3/t satisfying
fPhT .0/gDfTI − F 0./U−1h PhF.0/g

0@ MX
jD1
eYjj ; MX
jD1
eYjCMj ;eY2MC3
1A : (2.22)
It is then sufficient to set
Yi D jeYi j .i D 1; : : : ; 2M; 2M C 3/: (2.23)
To calculate the interval vector .eY1; : : : ;eY2M;eY2MC3/t satisfying (2.22), we rewrite
the single-point set Y D fTI − F 0./U−1h PhF.0/g D fPhT .0/g  Xh as
Yfy 2 Xh j for all i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 1
hTI − F 0./Uhy; UiiX D hPhF.0/; UiiXg; (2.24)
where we have used the basis U1; : : : ;U2MC1 of Xh given by Ui  .i; 0; 0/ .i D
1; : : : ;M/, Ui  .0; i−M; 0/ .i DM C 1; : : : ; 2M/, U2MC1  .0; 0; 1/:
In the actual computation, as shown in the following, we can obtain the interval
hull of Y (denoted by Y) by solving the linear system of equations in (2.24). Then
we can determine .eY1; : : : ;eY2M;eY2MC3/t as0@ MX
jD1
eYjj ; MX
jD1
eYjCMj ; eY2MC3
1A  Y : (2.25)
Observe that for Ui (1 6 i 6 M) and y  .PMjD1 yjj ; PMjD1 yjCMj ; y2MC3/,
we have
hTI − F 0./Uhy;UiiX D
MX
jD1
yj f.rj ;ri/L2 − .f 0.uh/j ; i/L2g; (2.26)
and for Ui (M C 1 6 i 6 2M), we have
hTI − F 0./Uhy;UiiXD
MX
jD1
yjCM.rj ;ri−M/L2
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−
MX
jD1
yj .f
00.uh/bvhj ; i−M/L2
−
MX
jD1
yjCM.bhj C f 0.uh/j ; i−M/L2
−y2MC3.bvh; i−M/L2; (2.27)
and for U2MC1, we obtain
hTI − F 0./Uhy;U2MC1iX D −2
0@bvh; MX
jD1
yjCMj
1A
L2
: (2.28)
Moreover, for Ui (1 6 i 6 M), we have
hPhF.0/;UiiX D .f .uh C v01/− f .uh/; i/L2; (2.29)
and for Ui (M C 1 6 i 6 2M), we have
hPhF.0/;UiiX
D .f 0.uh C v01/.bvh C v02/− f 0.uh/bvh Cbhv02; i−M/L2; (2.30)
and for U2MC1, we obtain
hPhF.0/;U2MC1iX D
Z
X

v202 C 2bvhv02 dx: (2.31)
Now, in order to obtain the set Y , we define the .2M C 1/ .2M C 1/ matrixG 
.gij /16i;j62MC1 by
gij D .ri;rj /L2 C .−f 0.uh/i; j /L2 .1 6 i; j 6 M/;
gij D .−f 00.uh/bvhi−M;j /L2 .M C 1 6 i 6 2M; 1 6 j 6 M/;
gij D 0 .1 6 i 6 M; M C 1 6 j 6 2M/;
gij D .ri−M;rj−M/L2 C .−f 0.uh/i−M;j−M/L2
−bh.i−M;j−M/L2 .M C 1 6 i; j 6 2M/;
gi;2MC1 D 0 .1 6 i 6 M/; (2.32)
gi;2MC1 D −.bvh; i−M/L2 .M C 1 6 i 6 2M/;
g2MC1;j D 0 .1 6 j 6 M/;
g2MC1;j D −2.bvh; j−M/L2 .M C 1 6 j 6 2M/;
g2MC1;2MC1 D 0;
and the interval vector r  .T−ri; ri U/2MC1iD1 by
ri  j.f .uh C v01/− f .uh/; i/L2 j .i D 1; : : : ;M/;
ri  j.f 0.uh C v01/.bvh C v02/− f 0.uh/bvh Cbhv02; i−M/L2 j
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.i D M C 1; : : : ; 2M/;
r2MC1 
Z
X

v202 C 2bvhv02 dx :
In order to evaluate this interval vector r, we used a posteriori estimates for v01 and
v02 which are derived in Section 2.1.
If we can numerically check the validity of Assumption 2 in actual computation,
then the interval vector .eY1; : : : ;eY2M;eY2MC3/t in (2.25) is determined by
.eY1; : : : ;eY2M;eY2MC3/t  G−1r: (2.33)
We can enclose G−1r using some interval library, e.g., PROFIL (cf. [5]).
Furthermore, Y2MC1 and Y2MC2 can be set as
Y2MC1 D C0h kf .uh C v01/− f .uh/kL2;
Y2MC2 D C0h kf 0.uh C v01/.bvh C v02/− f 0.uh/bvh Cbhv02kL2
by the use of Lemma 1.
Next, we choose a vector .Z1; : : : ; Z2MC3/t satisfying (2.17). Since
T 0.w1/w2DN 0h.w1/w2 C .I − Ph/F 0.w1/w2
DTI − F 0./U−1h Ph.F 0.w1/w2 − F 0./Phw2/C .I − Ph/F 0.w1/w2
holds, forZ1; : : : ; Z2M;Z2MC3, we first determine the interval vector .eZ1; : : : ;eZ2M;eZ2MC3/t satisfying for all w1; w2 2 W ,
fPhT 0.w1/w2gD
n
TI − F 0./U−1h Ph.F 0.w1/w2 − F 0./Phw2/
o

0@ MX
jD1
eZjj ; MX
jD1
eZjCMj ; eZ2MC3
1A ; (2.34)
and then set
Zi D jeZi j .i D 1; : : : ; 2M; 2M C 3/: (2.35)
To calculate the interval vector .eZ1; : : : ;eZ2M; eZ2MC3/t satisfying (2.34), we
rewrite the set Z D fTI − F 0./U−1h Ph.F 0.w1/w2 − F 0./Phw2/ jw1; w2 2 W g DfPhT 0.w1/w2 jw1; w2 2 W g  Xh as
Z  z 2 Xh j there exist w1; w2 2 W such that; for all i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 1;
hTI − F 0./Uhz;UiiX D hPh.F 0.w1/w2 − F 0./Phw2/;UiiX
}
: (2.36)
In analogy to our treatment of Y, we can obtain the interval hull of Z (denoted
by Z) by solving the linear system of equations using the interval right-hand side,
as we now do.
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Observe that for Ui (1 6 i 6 M) and for all w1; w2 2 W , we have
hPh.F 0.w1/w2 − F 0./Phw2/;UiiX
D .f 0.u1 C uh C v01/u2 − f 0.uh/.Ph0u2/; i/L2; (2.37)
and for Ui (M C 1 6 i 6 2M), we obtain
hPh.F 0.w1/w2 − F 0./Phw2/;UiiX
D (f 00.u1 C uh C v01/.v1 Cbvh C v02/u2 C f 0.u1 C uh C v01/v2
C.1 Cbh/v2 C .v1 Cbvh C v02/2 − f 00.uh/bvhPh0u2
−f 0.uh/Ph0v2 −bhPh0v2 − 2bvh; i−ML2 ; (2.38)
and for U2MC1, we have
hPh.F 0.w1/w2 − F 0./Phw2/;U2MC1iX
D 2
Z
X
.v1 Cbvh C v02/v2 dx − 2 Z
X
bvh.Ph0v2/ dx (2.39)
for wi D .ui ; vi ; i/; ui ; vi 2 H 10 .X/; i 2 R .i D 1; 2/.
Therefore, in order to obtain the set Z, we use the matrix G determined by (2.32)
and the interval vector r  .T−ri; ri U/2MC1iD1 for which
ri sup
wj2W.jD1;2/
(f 0.u1 C uh C v01/u2 − f 0.uh/.Ph0u2/; iL2
.i D 1; : : : ;M/;
ri  sup
wj2W.jD1;2/
(f 00.u1 C uh C v01/.v1 Cbvh C v02/u2
Cf 0.u1CuhCv01/v2 C .1 Cbh/v2 C .v1 Cbvh C v02/2
−f 00.uh/bvhPh0u2 − f 0.uh/Ph0v2 −bhPh0v2
−2bvh; i−M/L2 .i D M C 1; : : : ; 2M/;
r2MC1  sup
wj2W.jD1;2/
2 Z
X
.v1 Cbvh C v02/v2 dx − 2 Z
X
bvh.Ph0v2/ dx :
Then we set(eZ1; : : : ;eZ2M;eZ2MC3t D G−1r: (2.40)
We can also estimate Z2MC1 and Z2MC2 by
Z2MC1 D sup
wj2W.jD1;2/
C0h kf 0.u1 C uh C v01/u2kL2;
Z2MC2 D sup
wj2W.jD1;2/
C0h kf 00.u1 C uh C v01/.v1 Cbvh C v02/u2
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C f 0.u1 C uh C v01/v2 C .1 Cbh/v2
C .v1 Cbvh C v02/2kL2
in similar way as Y2MC1 and Y2MC2.
Now, we describe an algorithm for finding a vector .W1; : : : ;W2MC3/t which
satisfies the verification condition (2.18). Since .Zi/2MC3iD1 depends on W, we write
Zi as Zi.W/. We use the following iteration method.
Algorithm.
1. Find a positive vector .Y1; : : : ; Y2MC3/t satisfying condition (2.16).
2. Set Wi  Yi .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/.
3. Find a positive vector .Z1.W/; : : : ; Z2MC3.W//t satisfying (2.17).
4. Check the verification condition in Theorem 1;
Yi C Zi.W/ < Wi .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/.
If the condition is satisfied, then the verification has succeeded.
If not, set
Wi  .1C /.Yi C Zi/ .i D 1; : : : ; 2M C 3/; (2.41)
where  .0 <   1/ represents an inflation parameter (cf. [20,24]), increase the
iteration number by 1, and return to step 3.
5. If the maximum iteration number is exceeded without (2.18) being satisfied, the
verification has failed.
Now we assume that there exists a candidate set W satisfying the hypothesis in
Theorem 1. We then define
UiWi .i D 1; : : : ;M/; UMC1  W2MC1;
ViWMCi .i D 1; : : : ;M/; VMC1  W2MC2;
K0W2MC3;
and set
U  fu 2 H 10 .X/ j .u/i 6 Ui .i D 1; : : : ;M C 1/g; (2.42)
V  fv 2 H 10 .X/ j .v/i 6 Vi .i D 1; : : : ;M C 1/g; (2.43)
K  f 2 R j jj 6 K0g; (2.44)
where
.u/i  jui j; i D 1; : : : ;M;
.u/MC1  ku?kH 10
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with
u D
MX
jD1
ujj C u?; u1; : : : ; uM 2 R; u? 2 S?h :
Then we haveW D U  V  K.
By Theorem 1, the local uniqueness of a triple is confirmed in U  V K. But
this does not imply directly that the eigenvalue is unique in K, because there may
exist another eigenvalue in K corresponding to another eigenfunction ontside V or
solution for original PDE outside U.
We therefore must show the local uniqueness individually for each solution of
nonlinear PDE, eigenfunction and eigenvalue in U, V and K, respectively.
3. The local uniqueness of solutions
Let U, V, K and W be the sets defined at the end of Section 2, i.e., we assume
that condition (2.18) holds. Our aim in this section is to prove the uniqueness of a
solution of nonlinear PDE in U, of an eigenvalue in K and of an eigenfunction in V
separately.
In the following, we use the similar kind of proof technique to that in [9]. We
denote the operator T V X −! X defined by (2.13) as
T .u; v; / D
0@ T1.u; v; /T2.u; v; /
T3.u; v; /
1A ; (3.1)
where Ti; 1 6 i 6 3; are operators such that
T1; T2 V X −! H 10 .X/; (3.2)
T3 V X −! R: (3.3)
Now, for z 2 H 10 .X/, we write
z D
MX
jD1
zjj C z?;
where z1; : : : ; zM 2 R; z? 2 S?h , and define the norm k  kU and k  kV by
kzkU  max

maxjD1;:::;M
jzj j
Uj
;
kz?kH10
UMC1

;
kzkV  max

maxjD1;:::;M jzj jVj ;
kz?kH10
VMC1

:
(3.4)
For fixed u 2 U;  2 K, we define the operator pu; V H 10 .X/ −! H 10 .X/ by
pu;.v/  T2.u; v; /: (3.5)
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If (2.18) holds, then we have
pu;.v/ 2 int.V / for all v 2 V: (3.6)
We then have the following lemma.
Lemma 4. There exists a fixed point of pu; in V for each u 2 U and  2 K; and
this fixed point is unique in V. Moreover, when we denote this fixed point as vu;; the
equalityZ
X
.vu; C Nv/2 dx D 1 (3.7)
holds. (Recall that Nv Dbvh C v02/.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1, for some 0 < k < 1,
kT .w2/− T .w1/kW 6 kkw2 −w1kW ; 0 < k < 1; w1; w2 2 W
holds. This implies that, for any w1 D .u; v1; /; w2 D .u; v2; / in W,
kT .u; v2; /− T .u; v1; /kW 6 kk.u; v2; /− .u; v1; /kW :
By definition, we have
kT .u; v2; /− T .u; v1; /kW
D
∥∥∥∥∥∥
0@ T1.u; v2; /T2.u; v2; /
T3.u; v2; /
1A−
0@ T1.u; v1; /T2.u; v1; /
T3.u; v1; /
1A∥∥∥∥∥∥
W
D
∥∥∥∥∥∥
0@ T1.u; v2; /pu;.v2/
T3.u; v2; /
1A−
0@ T1.u; v1; /pu;.v1/
T3.u; v1; /
1A∥∥∥∥∥∥
W
D max

kT1.u; v2; /− T1.u; v1; /kU ; kpu;.v2/− pu;.v1/kV ;
jT3.u; v2; /− T3.u; v1; /j
K0

;
and
k.u; v2; /− .u; v1; /kW D k.0; v2 − v1; 0/kW D kv2 − v1kV :
Hence, for all v1; v2 2 V and for the above k, we have
kpu;.v2/− pu;.v1/kV 6 kkv2 − v1kV : (3.8)
By (3.6) and (3.8), applying Banach’s fixed point theorem for pu;, the first part of
Lemma 4 is proved.
When we denote the above fixed point as vu;, we showZ
X
.vu; C Nv/2 dx D 1:
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Noting the role of the finite-dimensional part of the operator T, we see that0@Ph0T1.u; v; /Ph0T2.u; v; /
T3.u; v; /
1AD
0@Ph0uPh0v

1A
−TI − F 0./U−1h fPh.u; v; / − PhF.u; v; /g
for .u; v; / 2 X. Then, using the definition of pu; we represent the above equality
as
Ph.u; v; / − PhF.u; v; / D TI − F 0./Uh
0@Ph0.u/− Ph0T1.u; v; /Ph0.v/− Ph0pu;.v/
− T3.u; v; /
1A :
Comparing the third components on each side of this equality, we have
1−
Z
X
.v C Nv/2 dx D −2
Z
X
bvhPh0.v − pu;.v// dx:
Since in the case v D vu;, we have vu; − pu;.vu;/ D 0, the second part of Lemma
4 follows. 
Now, we obtain the following lemma, which derives the local uniqueness of
eigenvalues.
Lemma 5. Assume that (2.18) in Theorem 1 is satisfied and let .u − Nu; v − Nv;
 −bh/ be a fixed point of T. If u − Nu 2 U;  −bh 2 K; then either v − Nv 2 V
or −v − Nv 2 V holds.
Proof. Since there exists a unique fixed point of pu−Nu;−bh in V by Lemma 4, we
denote it as Lv and define Lv  Lv C Nv.
We now assume that v =D Lv.
From the fact thatZ
X
. Lv/2 dx D
Z
X
. Lv C Nv/2 dx D 1
by Lemma 4, defining
 
Z
X
v Lv dx;
we obtain
j j D
Z
X
v Lv dx
 6 kvkL2 k LvkL2 D 1
by Schwarz’ inequality. Noting that the equality here holds only in the case v D
Lv and using our assumption v =D Lv we have j j =D 1.
Now, we make use of a kind of homotopy technique in the following (cf. [9]). For
each t 2 R, we define
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g.t/  .t/v C .t/ Lv; (3.9)
where the functions .t/ and .t/ are defined by
.t/  1p
2

cos tp
1C  C
sin tp
1− 

; .t/  1p
2

cos tp
1C  −
sin tp
1− 

:
Then we obtain kg.t/kL2 D 1 by a straightforward calculation. We can find that for
all t 2 R,
T .u − Nu; g.t/− Nv;  −bh/
D
0@ Ph0.u − Nu/Ph0..t/v C .t/ Lv − Nv/
 −bh
1A
−TI − F 0./U−1h
8<:
0@ Ph0.u − Nu/Ph0..t/v C .t/ Lv − Nv/
 −bh
1A
−
0BBBBB@
Ph0.−D/−1ff .u − NuC uh C v01/− f .uh/g
Ph0.−D/−1ff 0.u − NuC uh C v01/..t/v C .t/ Lv − Nv Cbvh
Cv02/− f 0.uh/bvh C . −bh Cbh/..t/v
C.t/ Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/−bhbvhg
 −bh C RX..t/v C .t/ Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/2 dx − 1
1CCCCCA
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
C
0BBBB@
.I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1ff .u − NuC uh C v01/− f .uh/g
.I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1ff 0.u − NuC uh C v01/..t/v
C.t/ Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/− f 0.uh/bvh C . −bh Cbh/..t/v
C.t/ Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/−bhbvhg
0
1CCCCA
D
0@ .t/Ph0.u − Nu/C .1− .t//Ph0.u − Nu/.t/Ph0. Lv − Nv/− .1− .t//Ph0 Nv C Ph0.t/v
.t/. −bh/C .1− .t//. −bh/
1A
−TI − F 0./U−1h
240@ .t/Ph0.u − Nu/.t/Ph0. Lv − Nv/C Ph0.t/v
.t/. −bh/
1A
−
0BBBBB@
.t/Ph0.−D/−1ff .u − NuC uh C v01/− f .uh/g
.t/Ph0.−D/−1ff 0.u − NuC uh C v01/. Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/
−f 0.uh/bvh C . −bh Cbh/. Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/−bhbvhg
C.t/Ph0.−D/−1ff 0.u/v C vg
.t/. −bh/C .t/ (RX. Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/2 dx − 1
1CCCCCA
3777775
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C
0BBBBBBBB@
..t/C 1− .t//.I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1ff .u − NuC uh C v01/
−f .uh/g
.t/.I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1ff 0.u − NuC uh C v01/. Lv − Nv Cbvh/
Cv02 − f 0.uh/bvh C . −bh Cbh/. Lv − Nv Cbvh C v02/
−bhbvhg C .1− .t//.I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1f−f 0.uh/bvh −bhbvhg
C.I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1ff 0.u/v C vg.t/
0
1CCCCCCCCA
D .t/T .u − Nu; Lv − Nv;  −bh/
C
0BBBB@
.1− .t//.Ph0.u − Nu/C .I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1ff .u/− f .uh/g/
..t/− 1/Ph0 Nv C Ph0.t/v C .1− .t//.I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1
f−f 0.uh/bvh −bhbvhg C .I0 − Ph0/.−D/−1
ff 0.u/v C vg.t/
.1− .t//. −bh/
1CCCCA
D
0@ .t/T1.u − Nu; Lv − Nv;  −bh/C .1− .t//.u − Nu/.t/v C .t/ Lv − Nv
.t/T3.u − Nu; Lv − Nv;  −bh/C .1− .t//. −bh/
1A :
Here, the second equality follows using (2.7) and (2.8), the identities such that
 −bh D .t/. −bh/C .1− .t//. −bh/;
and the fact that −NuC v01 C uh D 0 and −Nv C v02 Cbvh D 0. Therefore, we can
prove that g.t/ − Nv is a fixed point of pu−Nu;−bh for all t 2 R. In particular,
g.t1/ D Lv for t1  sin−1
 
−
p
1− p
2
!
holds. Notice that g.t/ is continuous in t and not constant around t1, and that the
fixed point of pu−Nu;−bh exists in the interior of V by (3.6). Hence, there exists a
real number t =D t1 which is sufficiently close to t1 and satisfies
g.t/− Nv =D Lv and g.t/− Nv 2 V:
This contradicts the uniqueness of the fixed point of pu−Nu;−bh in V. Consequently,
we have
v D Lv or v D −Lv
which implies
v − Nv 2 V or − v − Nv 2 V:
Since both v and −v are normalized eigenfunctions corresponding to the ei-
genvalue , if both v − Nv 2 V and −v − Nv 2 V hold, then both .u − Nu; v −
Nv;  −bh/ and .u − Nu;−v − Nv;  −bh/ are fixed points of T in U  V  K.
Hence, we have v D −v by Theorem 1 and therefore v D 0, which is a contradic-
tion. Thus, v − Nv 2 V and −v − Nv 2 V cannot hold both. Therefore, we conclude
the lemma. 
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We next prove two additional lemmas, which are needed for the local uniqueness
of eigenfunctions.
For fixed u 2 U and v 2 V , we define the operator pu;v V R −! R by
pu;v./  T3.u; v; /; (3.10)
where T3 is the same as in (3.1). Then (2.18) yields
pu;v./ 2 int.K/ for all  2 K: (3.11)
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 6. There exists a fixed point of pu;v in K for each u 2 U; v 2 V and it is
unique in K.
Proof. In analogy to the proof of Lemma 4, we have, for some 0 < k < 1, and for
any 1; 2 2 K
jpu;v.2/− pu;v.1/j 6 kj2 − 1j: (3.12)
Therefore, we can again apply Banach’s fixed point theorem for pu;v to prove the
lemma. 
Now, we are able to derive the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Assume that (2.18) in Theorem 1 holds and let .u − Nu; v − Nv;  −bh/
be a fixed point of T. If u − Nu 2 U and v − Nv 2 V hold, then we have  −bh 2 K.
Proof. We denote a fixed point of pu−Nu;v−Nv in K by , which is unique in K by
Lemma 6, and define  by   Cbh.
Assume that  =D  holds. Defining .t/ for each t 2 R as
.t/  .1− t/ C t;
we can find that .t/−bh is a fixed point of pu−Nu;v−Nv for all t 2 R by a similar
calculation in the proof of Lemma 5.
In particular, we have .1/ D . Since the fixed point of pu−Nu;v−Nv exists in the
interior of K by (3.11), by the property of .t/ there exists a real number t =D 1
sufficiently close to 1 satisfying
.t/−bh =D  and .t/−bh 2 K:
This contradicts the uniqueness of the fixed point of pu−Nu;v−Nv in K. Therefore, we
have
 −bh D  2 K;
and the lemma is proved. 
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From Theorem 1 and Lemmas 5 and 7, we can obtain the following main theorem
in this section.
Theorem 2. We assume that a set W D U  V K satisfies the condition in
Theorem 1. Let .u; v; / be a unique solution of (2.5) such that u 2 NuC U;
v 2 Nv C V;  2bh C K and set u in (2.4) as u D u. Then we have:
(i) v is a unique eigenfunction of (2.4) s.t. v − Nv 2 V with kvk2
L2
D 1.
(ii)  is a unique eigenvalue of (2.4) s.t.  −bh 2 K.
(iii) .v; / is a unique eigenpair of (2.4) in the set . Nv C V / .bh C K/.
(iv) Multiplicity of  is 1.
Proof. (i) The existence of the normalized eigenfunction v satisfying v − Nv 2 V
is confirmed by Theorem 1. We now show its uniqueness.
Assume that there exists a normalized eigenfunction Mv which is different from
v and satisfies Mv − Nv 2 V . Let  and  be the eigenvalues corresponding to
the eigenfunctions v and Mv, respectively. Then we have  −bh; −bh 2 K by
Lemma 7. Therefore, Theorem 1 implies
 D ; v D Mv;
which contradicts the assumption.
(ii) Since Theorem 1 assures the existence of the eigenvalue  satisfying  −bh 2 K, we need only to prove its uniqueness.
Assume that there exists another eigenvalue  which is distinct from  and
satisfies  −bh 2 K. Then the normalized eigenfunction Mv corresponding to 
satisfies either Mv − Nv 2 V or −Mv − Nv 2 V by Lemma 5. Similarly, the normalized
eigenfunction v corresponding to  also satisfies either v − Nv 2 V or −v − Nv 2
V . Hence, we have  D  by Theorem 1, which is a contradiction.
(iii) It is the trivial assertion by Theorem 1.
(iv) Assuming that  is not simple, there exist two normalized eigenfunctions v
and Mv which correspond to  and are linearly independent. We then have both
v − Nv 2 V or − v − Nv 2 V
and
Mv − Nv 2 V or − Mv − Nv 2 V
by Lemma 5. Therefore, we can conclude that either v D Mv or v D −Mv by The-
orem 1. However, this contradicts the linear independent property of v and Mv. 
We next consider the uniqueness of the solution for nonlinear PDE in U. Once we
obtain a set U  V  K satisfying the hypothesis in Theorem 1, the local uniqueness
of eigenvalue and eigenfunction are assured by Theorem 2. But in order to assure
the uniqueness for solution of (2.3) in U C Nu, we need another verification. That is,
defining
F1.eu/  .−D/−1ff .euC uh C v01/− f .uh/g
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and the corresponding Newton-like operator, say T1, we have to consider the unique-
ness of the fixed point of T1. If it is verified in U, or in a set including U, we can
confirm the local uniqueness for solution of (2.3) in U C Nu. We show such a verified
example in Section 5.
4. On the minimum eigenvalue
In this section, we consider the index of eigenvalues, especially enclosure of the
first eigenvalue.
Now, we assume that the exact solution u D uh C v01 Ceu .eu 2 U/ of (2.3) is
obtained and consider the linearized eigenvalue problem
−Dv − f 0.uh C v01 Ceu/v D v in X;
v D 0 on oX: (4.1)
In the following, assume that there exist functions f1; f2 satisfying
f 0.uh C v01 Ceu/ D f1 C f2 s:t: f1 2 L1.X/; f2 2 L2.X/:
Let c be a constant satisfying
−f1 > c a:e: in X;
and choose a positive real value  satisfying
1 >  > 1
p2
jXj1=2 kf2kL2 :
Here jXj stands for the measure of X. Note that we can choose such  provided that
h is sufficiently small, since f2 consist of an error part of u. We then consider the
eigenvalue problem with constant coefficient:
−.1−  /Dv C cv D v in X;
v D 0 on oX: (4.2)
In these preliminaries, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let i be the ith eigenvalue of (4.1) and i be the ith eigenvalue of
(4.2). Then the relation
i > i .i 2 N/
holds.
Proof. For a function q 2 L2.X/ and u 2 H 10 .X/, we have
j.qu; u/L2j6kqkL2 ku2kL2
6 1
p2
jXj1=2 kqkL2 kuk2H 10
D 1
p2
jXj1=2 kqkL2.ru;ru/L2 :
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Here we used the following imbedding inequality by Talenti [23]:
kukkL2 D kukkL2k 6 .C.k//kjXj1=2 kukkH 10 ;
where
C.k/ D k
2p
.k − 1/−1=2k

sin
p
k
1=2
:
Thus, we have
.qu; u/L2 6
1
p2
jXj1=2kqkL2.ru;ru/L2 : (4.3)
Therefore,
.rv;rv/L2 − .f 0.uh C v01 Ceu/v; v/L2
> .rv;rv/L2 C .cv; v/L2 − .f2v; v/L2
> .rv;rv/L2 C .cv; v/L2 −  .rv;rv/L2
D .1−  /.rv;rv/L2 C .cv; v/L2
holds. Then the minimum–maximum principle for eigenvalues (cf. [2]) proves the
theorem. 
If we can check the conditionbh C sup K < 2 (4.4)
for the intervalbh C K obtained by the method in Sections 2 and 3, then we can
confirm that the unique eigenvalue in bh C K is the first eigenvalue by the above
theorem. If the inequality (4.4) is not satisfied, a homotopy method (e.g., [16,17])
can be used to obtain some information on indices.
Remark. We cannot obtain the exact eigenvalue of (4.2) for general domain in R2.
In the case of a rectangular domain such as X D .0; a/ .0; b/ .a; b > 0/, we have
n;m D .1−  /p2

n2
a2
C m
2
b2

C c .n;m 2 N/:
We can obtain similar explicit formulas, e.g., for spherical domains. For more gen-
eral domains, we need some eigenvalue excluding methods such as described in [8]
or one may apply a domain homotopy making use of the domain monotonicity of
Dirichlet eigenvalues (cf. [17]).
5. A numerical example
We now give an example whose first eigenvalue has been enclosed by our method.
We set the following conditions.
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X is the rectangular domain .0; 1/ .0; 1/  R2, and the interval .0; 1/ was par-
titioned into 20 pieces (h D 1=20) to use rectangular elements. The basis in Sh con-
sists of continuous, piecewise biquadratic polynomials on X. (M D dim Sh D 1521)
The inflation parameter  in (2.41) is set as 0.0001. Then we can take the constant
appearing in Assumption 1 as C0 D 1=2p [15].
In the calculations, we used interval arithmetic in order to avoid the effects of
rounding errors in the floating-point computations. The computations were carried
out on a Sun Enterprise 450 using the interval library PROFIL coded by Knüppel of
the Technical University of Hamburg–Harburg [5]. PROFIL is known as a portable
C++ class fast interval library and two interval solvers provided by Rump [20] are
supported.
Example. We treated the case of f .u/ D u2.u 6 0/; i.e., we have enclosed the
triple .u; v; / 2 X satisfying
.ru;r/L2 D .u2; /L2 8 2 H 10 .X/;
.rv;r/L2 D .v C 2uv; /L2 8 2 H 10 .X/;kvk2
L2
D 1:
(5.1)
We calculated a finite element approximate solution (uh;bvh;bh) satisfying (2.6)
using the interval Newton method. Figs. 1 and 2 display the shape of uh and bvh.
The verified results are given in Table 1. In Table 1, we know that there exists an
eigenvalue satisfying (2.5) in the interval
Tinf bh − .Y2MC3 C Z2MC3/; sup bhU  T−21:11061856;−20:70639871U
and that it is unique in the interval
Fig. 1. Approximate solution uh for nonlinear problem.
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Fig. 2. Approximate eigenfunction bvh.
Tinf bh −W2MC3; sup bhU  T−21:1106288;−20:70639871U
by Theorem 2. It can be seen that this eigenvalue is minimum in the set of triple
.u; v; / satisfying (2.5) by estimating the first and second eigenvalues of (4.2) and
by using Theorem 3. Here we used the following splitting:
f 0.uh C v01 Ceu/ D .2uh C Ph0eu/ C .2v01 C 2.I0 − Ph0/eu/;
that is,
f1  2uh C Ph0eu; f2  2v01 C 2.I0 − Ph0/eu:
In this case, we can obtain  as 0.0243404. Namely, we can easily obtain 1 6
−40:12 and 2 > −11:2318.
Table 1
Results of verificationbh 2 T−20:706398717105626 UkuhkL1 29:443173
kbvhkL1 2:477386
kv01kH1 0:135007kv01kL2 0:001075kv02kH1 0:017522kv02kL2 0:00014
Iteration number 15
max16i62M.Yi C Zi/ 0.15755958
max16i62M Wi 0.15756748
Y2MC1 C Z2MC1 0.04564149
W2MC1 0.04564382
Y2MC2 C Z2MC2 0.01445358
W2MC2 0.014454
Y2MC3 C Z2MC3 0.40421856
W2MC3 0.4042288
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As for the uniqueness of solution for nonlinear problem in U, we carried out the
verification for the solution of (2.3) by the usual method (e.g., [12–14]) taking the
initial set as U in only one iteration. Namely, we could assure that the solution of
(2.3) is unique in the set U C Nu.
For further reading
For related topics the interested reader is referred to [1,7,10,11,18,19,21,22,26,27].
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